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OVERVIEW

‣ Vaccines and variants

‣ OSH Act basics

‣ OSHA developments

‣ Revised guidance on COVID-19

‣ Initially posted January 29, 2021, re-issued June 10, 

2021

‣ Guidance on recording work-related cases

‣ May 19, 2020

‣ Guidance on recording adverse vaccine reactions

‣ May 21, 2021
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OVERVIEW

‣ OSHA developments continued

‣ National Emphasis Program

‣ March 12, 2021

‣ Healthcare Emergency Temporary Standard

‣ June 10, 2021

‣ OSHA inspections

‣ What to expect

‣ How to get ready
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1918 AND 2020 PANDEMICS

‣ 1918 flu pandemic (50M deaths)

‣ Four waves over two years

‣ No effective vaccine

‣ Control measures similar to 2020: imposing 

quarantines, requiring face masks, limiting public 

transportation, and closing gathering places

‣ Two years later world economy back to normal

‣ 2020 COVID-19 pandemic (3.8M deaths so far)

‣ Initially led to 22M job losses in U.S.; most have come 

back
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VACCINES AND VARIANTS

‣ Three vaccines determined safe and effective for 

emergency use in U.S. (Pfizer, Moderna, and J&J)

‣ Fourth (AZ) is pending approval in U.S. but 

approved in UK

‣ Fifth (Novavax) is in Phase 3 trials in U.S. and UK

‣ For all five, protection from hospitalization, death, 

and severe disease is 100%

‣ Protection from mild disease ranges from 95% to 

76%
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VACCINES AND VARIANTS

‣ In U.S., cases decreasing as vaccinations increase

‣ As of June 12, 2021, 43.6% of U.S. population fully vaxed

‣ Compared to 44.2% in UK, 25.7% in Germany, 11.2% in 

Brazil, and 3.4% in India

‣ Several significant variants discovered

‣ Approved vaccines appear to be effective against current 

variants

‣ If that changes boosters can be developed

‣ Big unknown

‣ How long antibodies from vaccines last
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OSH ACT BASICS

‣ Sec. 5(a)(1) “General duty clause”

‣ Requires each employer to keep workplace “free 

from recognized hazards that are causing or are 

likely to cause death or serious physical harm to 

employees” 

‣ Employer can be cited under GDC if there are 

feasible means to abate a serious hazard that it 

doesn’t use
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OSH ACT BASICS

‣ Sec. 5(a)(2) Comply with applicable OSHA standards

‣ Standards OSHA focuses on during COVID-19 related 

inspections:

‣ Recordkeeping and reporting injuries and illness

‣ PPE

‣ Respiratory protection

‣ Sanitation

‣ Access to employee exposure and medical records

‣ BBP

‣ Hazard communication
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OSH ACT BASICS

‣ Sec. 11(c) No retaliation against employee for 

raising workplace safety concerns

‣ So care needed when responding to employee safety 

concerns related to COVID-19

‣ Sec. 13(a) Employee may refuse to work only if 

he/she has good faith belief there is imminent 

danger of death or serious injury

‣ If employer following OSHA and CDC guidance, 

employees should not be in danger
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EXECUTIVE ORDER ON WORKPLACE 

SAFETY AND HEALTH

‣ Issued Jan. 21, 2021

‣ Directed OSHA to:

‣ “Issue … revised guidance to employers on workplace safety 

during the COVID-19 pandemic”

‣ “Consider whether any emergency temporary standards on 

COVID-19 … are necessary” and if so “issue them by March 15, 

2021”

‣ “Launch a national program to focus OSHA enforcement 

efforts related to COVID-19 on hazardous conditions … and on 

employers that engage in retaliation against employees who 

complain about” safety
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ Initially posted January 29, 2021, re-issued June 10, 2021

‣ At same time as Healthcare ETS

‣ Applies to employers not covered by ETS

‣ Adopts CDC guidance for fully vaccinated people

‣ Per CDC, “most fully vaccinated people can resume activities without 

wearing masks or physically distancing”

‣ Except where required by law, business policy, some transportation settings

‣ But fully vaccinated persons still at risk due to immunocompromising 

conditions should discuss with healthcare provider
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ Addresses how to protect workers who are unvaccinated or 

otherwise “at risk”

‣ Most employers not covered by the Healthcare ETS can relax COVID-19 

safety rules “in any workplace, or well-defined portions of a workplace, 

where all employees are fully vaccinated” (emphasis in guidance)

‣ But employers should still take steps to protect unvaccinated and at-risk 

workers

‣ To that end …
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ Guidance: employers not covered by the 

Healthcare ETS should consider implementing 

these “recommendations”

‣ Grant paid time off for employees to get vaccinated

‣ Instruct unvaccinated and at-risk workers who have 

had close contact with someone who tested positive 

for COVID-19, and all workers with symptoms of 

COVID-19, to stay home from work

‣ Implement physical distancing for unvaccinated and 

at-risk workers in all communal areas
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ Provide unvaccinated and at-risk workers with face 

coverings or surgical masks at no cost, unless their work 

task requires other PPE

‣ “Such workers should wear a face covering” if indoors unless 

doing so would increase risk of heat-related illness

‣ Educate and train workers on COVID-19 policies and 

procedures using accessible formats and in language they 

understand

‣ Suggest that unvaccinated customers, visitors, or guests 

wear face coverings

‣ Maintain ventilation systems per CDC and OSHA guidance
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ Perform routine cleaning and disinfection per CDC 

guidance

‣ Record work-related COVID-19 infections and report 

hospitalizations and deaths to OSHA

‣ Protect employees from retaliation and establish an 

anonymous system for employees to voice concerns 

about COVID -19-related hazards

‣ Follow applicable mandatory OSHA standards
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ “Appendix A: Measures Appropriate for Higher-Risk 

Workplaces with Mixed-Vaccination Status Workers”

‣ Meaning, workplaces where close contact is more frequent

‣ Can include manufacturing, meat and poultry processing, high-volume 

retail and grocery, and seafood processing workplaces

‣ Additional recommendations include:

‣ Stagger arrival, break, and departure times

‣ Provide visual cues like floor markings and signs as reminders to 

physically distance

‣ Improve strategies to improve ventilation

‣ On production lines, evaluate spacing and consider installing barriers 

where employees cannot be spaced at least six feet apart
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ Nothing in the guidance limits state or local 

government mandates that are more restrictive

‣ Focuses on employees who are fully vaccinated vs. 

not vaccinated, but does not say how employers 

may determine employee vaccination status

‣ In areas where less than 50% of people are fully 

vaccinated, statistically, more than 50% of employees 

and customers will not be fully vaccinated

‣ Ask employees to declare status in writing?  

‣ Require proof?
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OSHA REVISED GUIDANCE ON COVID-19

‣ In inspection, OSHA may require employers to show 

verification efforts

‣ Failure to verify before lifting mask and distancing 

requirements could result in citation based on GDC

‣ Documentation may need to be kept in separate medical 

file to comply with medical confidentiality requirements 

of ADA
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OSHA GUIDANCE ON RECORDING COVID-19 CASES

‣ Issued May 19, 2020

‣ Case is recordable illness if:

‣ Confirmed 

‣ Work-related

‣ Results in death, days away from work, restricted work or 

transfer to another job, medical treatment beyond first aid, or 

loss of consciousness
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OSHA GUIDANCE ON RECORDING COVID-19 CASES

‣ Factors OSHA will consider in evaluating employer’s 

work-related analysis:

‣ Reasonableness of employer’s investigation into work-

relatedness

‣ Evidence available to employer

‣ Evidence COVID-19 illness was contracted at work

‣ A factor weighing in favor of work-relatedness:

‣ Several cases developing among workers who work closely together and 

there is not an alternative explanation

‣ A factor weighing against work-relatedness: 

‣ Worker who tests positive is only worker in his or her vicinity to contract 

virus
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OSHA GUIDANCE ON RECORDING ADVERSE 

REACTIONS TO COVID-19 VACCINES
‣ Issued May 21, 2021

‣ Adverse reactions to COVID-19 vaccines do not need to be recorded 

on 300 Logs through May 2022

‣ Even if employer requires, recommends, or incentivizes vaccination
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS?

Thank you



COVID-19 Emergency 
Temporary Standard
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Over 314 million doses administered.

After reaching his goal to administer 
200 million doses in his first 100 
days, President Biden announced he 
wants 70% of adult Americans to 
have received one dose by July 4.

65% of the U.S. population, 18 and 
older, has received one dose.

Over 87% of the U.S. population, 65 
and older, has received one dose.

Vaccination 
Numbers 
Continue to 
Rise
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Belated COVID-19 Emergency Temporary Standard

•On June 10, OSHA posted its long-delayed 
COVID-19 ETS Expect on the OSHA website.
–Coming as a surprise to many, the ETS is narrowly 

scoped to cover only the health care industry.  

–All other industries are covered by recommendations 
included in an updated version of OSHA’s publication, 
“Protecting Workers: Guidance on Mitigating and 
Preventing the Spread of COVID-19 in the 
Workplace.” 

–The ETS requires relatively standard risk mitigation 
protocols, but also includes paid leave and pay 
provisions.
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COVID-19 National 
Emphasis Program
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COVID-19 National Emphasis Program (NEP)

•On March 12, OSHA announced COVID-19 
National Emphasis Program “to ensure that 
employees in high-hazard industries or work 
tasks are protected from the hazard of 
contracting SARS-CoV-2.”

•Targeted industries include health care, meat 
processing, grocery stores, warehousing and 
storage, restaurants, and correctional 
institutions.

•The NEP also focuses on preventing and 
punishing retaliation against workers who 
complain about unsafe or unhealthy conditions.
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COVID-19 NEP Target Industries
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Secondary NEP Target Industries
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Interim Enforcement Response Plan (IERP)

• Updates COVID-19 inspection procedures.

• Combined with NEP, may incorporate more on-site 
inspections.
–OSHA will prioritize COVID-19-related inspections involving deaths or 

multiple hospitalizations due to occupational exposures to COVID-19.

• Added focus to ensure workers are protected from 
retaliation.

• Effective immediately and expires in 12 months.

• Practically speaking, OSHA has not conducted large 
numbers of COVID-19 inspections outside of certain 
industries.

• Recordkeeping guidance: Employers do not need to record 
adverse vaccine reactions on OSHA 300 Log.
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OSHA Inspections
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Coming Soon to a Worksite Near You

• Doug Parker, Cal/OSHA chief, nominated as OSHA 
Assistant Secretary on April 9

• Current Leadership:

–James Frederick, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary

–Amanda Edens, Deputy Assistant Secretary 

–Joseph Hughes, Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Pandemic and Emergency Response

–Leah Ford, Chief of Staff

–Ann Rosenthal, Senior Advisor
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Inspection Management

• Increased enforcement and penalties make inspection 
management more critical than ever.

• The most effective defenses are developed before and 
during an OSHA inspection, not after the inspection.

• Inspection Plan

1) Point person and backup/weekend person (Murphy’s Law 
is that accidents will happen during the night shift and on 
weekends).

2) Relevant written OSHA policies and logs should be 
readily available.

 Keep a copy in easily accessible binder.

 Update annually or as otherwise required.
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Inspection Management

When OSHA Arrives:
• Politely receive the compliance officer.

• Show compliance officer to conference room/empty office.

• Inspection Focus

–Determine why OSHA is inspecting.

–Types of inspections:

1) Fatality/catastrophe.

2) Employee complaint.

3) Programmed.

- Local/National Emphasis Program.

- Wall-to-wall inspection.
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Inspection Management

When OSHA Arrives:

• Immediately notify the point person.

• Point person takes control of the inspection is responsible 
for all communications with Compliance Officer and 
shadows 
Compliance Officer throughout inspection.

• First impression is important.

Two Keys to Successful Inspection Management.

1) Focus.

2) Control.
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Inspection Management

OSHA rights during inspection

• To access worksite if it has an underlying legal basis.

• To request documents that the Employer is required to 
maintain.

• To conduct a walkaround inspection – the area should be 
limited to the hazard that is basis for inspection.

• To conduct employee interviews, but employee can decline
and the employee is not required to provide a reason.

• No right to require employee to sign a statement, 
tape/record the interview, or to photograph an employee 
without employee consent
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Inspection Management

• Immediately correct the unsafe condition(s) identified by the 
Compliance Officer without admitting that the condition 
constitutes a violation

–May avoid the citation 

–May lessen the classification or penalty of a citation

–OSHA must give employer credit for a “quick fix” of a 
potential hazard

• Employee Interviews

–Non-Management Interviews

Explain employee rights

Conduct your own investigation
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Inspection Management

Management Interview

–Right to counsel

–Binding admissions

–Avoid the “casual” interview 

–Remember: Everything is on the record.  Do not engage in idle 
conversation concerning safety issues.

Document Control Is Important

• No such thing as a “Safety Program”

–Ask Compliance Officer which specific program he/she is looking 
for.

• Only Provide OSHA with documents that are within the scope of 
the inspection.

• OSHA can issue citations for violations relating to any document 
the Employer gives to them.
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Types of Citations

• Non Serious/Other Than Serious – not likely to cause serious injury or 
death

• Serious – likely to cause serious injury or death

• Willful

–management employee aware of a violation of a regulation or General 
Duty Clause and

–management employee gives

 order to continue activity (intentional) or

 takes no action to stop activity (conscious disregard)

• Repeat – employer commits a “substantially similar” violation of a
regulation or General Duty Clause for which it was cited in the prior five 
years

• Failure to Abate – Employer fails to correct cited violation in Final Order

• Egregious – combination of Willful and Repeat violations (potential 
citation per employee, equipment or activity)
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Thank You!

A. Scott Hecker

Senior Counsel

Washington, D.C.

(202) 828-3588

shecker@seyfarth.com
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